Cost-effectiveness Should Go Together
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Sztejfman et al. present in this issue of the Argentine Journal of Cardiology (1) the experience of an evaluation program in candidates for a new technology: transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI). Their work describes the procedure and administrative difficulties for the application of the technique in clinical practice.

The introduction of new diagnostic and therapeutic technologies is one of the most important factors of health cost increase. It is for this reason that this incorporation cannot be based solely on effectiveness criteria, but is obliged to take into account the costs involved. Although this has always been the case, this aspect has now acquired radical importance as the steady increase in health care costs has not been accompanied by a parallel increase in resources, forcing funders, both public and private, to make difficult decisions on how to allocate the always scarce available resources. In the following lines we will analyze these two aspects: cost and effectiveness.

EFFECTIVENESS

The PARTNER study compares TAVI with standard treatment in inoperable patients (PARTNER B) (2) and TAVI with aortic valve replacement (AVR) in patients at high surgical risk (PARTNER A). (3) The valve used in these studies was Sapien® (Edwards). The PARTNER B study demonstrates that TAVI reduces patient mortality by 50% at 3 years, improving life quality compared to standard treatment. The PARTNER A study shows that there is no difference in mortality between patients treated with TAVI and those submitted to AVR and that life quality is better with percutaneous treatment than with AVR, although this difference disappears after one year. Following these results, TAVI stands as the treatment of choice for patients with inoperable symptomatic severe aortic stenosis and as an alternative to surgery in high risk patients, having been approved for these cases by various regulatory agencies worldwide. Regarding the most used valve in Argentina, the Core Valve® (Medtronic), various registries as UK TAVI, FRANCE 2 (5) and German TAVI (6) analyze its effectiveness. The procedural success rate is over 90% and mortality ranges from 4.5% to 9.7%, 20.2% to 24% and 26% at 30 days, 1 and 2 years, respectively. We await the results of randomized trials that assess this valve model. Thus, TAVI effectiveness is clear.

COSTS

It is necessary to know the increase in cost that TAVI will entail compared with the treatment used so far. Simply put, besides knowing how much the clinical outcome improves, we must also know how much the new treatment, in contrast to the standard one, costs. A simplistic analysis, by only comparing the prosthesis cost, in the case of TAVI, may give the wrong impression that leads to wrong decision-making, not exempt of negative consequences for the patients.

When costs and clinical effects of two therapeutic alternatives are related, four situations can result (7) (Figure 1). The new treatment is: 1) more effective and less costly (dominant position), 2) less effective and more costly (dominated position), 3) more effective and more costly, and 4) less effective and less costly. In the first two situations, decision-making is easy, as one alternative clearly dominates the other. However, in the following two, decision-making is problematic and will be determined by how much the financer is willing to pay for each additional unit of benefit gained or lost. This relationship between cost and benefit is expressed by the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER).

Cost-effectiveness studies measure the clinical effect of life years gained (LYG) as a unit, whereas, the cost-utility studies use quality adjusted life years (QALY) as a unit that assesses, not only the number of years of life gained but also their life quality. In both cases, the clinical effect is related to cost, expressed in currency units.

Finally, it remains to be established how much one is willing to pay for the clinical effect gained. According to some authors (8) the spectrum would cover from a very attractive situation, when the cost
is less than $20000 per LYG, to a completely unfavorable one when the cost is over $100000 per LYG. Another approach is that adopted by Medicare in the United States, which sets the threshold derived from the cost of renal dialysis, at $75000 per QALY gained (Figure 2). In the United Kingdom, the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) has set the limit at £30000 per QALY gained. Finally, the World Health Organization proposes a different approach, where the threshold would be three times the country’s per capita gross domestic product.

Several studies have addressed TAVI cost-effectiveness aspects. The PARTNER B study demonstrates that TAVI increases life expectancy of inoperable patients over standard treatment, with an incremental cost of $50200 per LYG and $61900 per QALY gained. (9) The PARTNER A study shows an incremental overall cost of $76877 per QALY gained at 12 months, but, surprisingly, the result greatly differs when the comparison is made according to the approach. Thus, with a femoral approach, TAVI was more effective and less costly (dominant position) than surgery in 55.7% of patients and in 70.9% it was less than $50000/QALY gained. By contrast, with an apical approach, TAVI was more costly and less effective (dominated position) than surgery in 86.6% of
patients and only 7.1% of patients fell below $50000/QALY gained. But not all analyzes agree. A study in Belgium (11) showed different results. In the group of inoperable patients, TAVI calculated an ICER of €44900 per QALY gained, while in the high risk group the ICER remained above €750000 per QALY gained. The authors conclude that it is inappropriate to consider TAVI expenses in high-risk surgical patients.

In conclusion, as evidenced by Sztejfman et al., the introduction of a new therapeutic intervention, in this case TAVI, entails numerous difficulties. This is because the final decision is the result of a complex equation comprising several factors. If clinical effectiveness is one of them and of paramount importance, it cannot be considered in isolation nowadays, but must be related to the costs involved. A very important aspect to take into account is that the results of cost-effectiveness studies must be interpreted in the context in which they are made, i.e., for a specific indication and type of patient and, clearly, in a specific country. This explains the different degree of penetration of the same treatment in different countries.
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